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ARTICLE
Vibrational enhancement of quadrature squeezing
and phase sensitivity in resonance ﬂuorescence
Jake Iles-Smith1,2, Ahsan Nazir 2 & Dara P.S. McCutcheon3
Vibrational environments are commonly considered to be detrimental to the optical emission
properties of solid-state and molecular systems, limiting their performance within quantum
information protocols. Given that such environments arise naturally it is important to ask
whether they can instead be turned to our advantage. Here we show that vibrational inter-
actions can be harnessed within resonance ﬂuorescence to generate optical states with a
higher degree of quadrature squeezing than in isolated atomic systems. Considering the
example of a driven quantum dot coupled to phonons, we demonstrate that it is feasible to
surpass the maximum level of squeezing theoretically obtainable in an isolated atomic system
and indeed come close to saturating the fundamental upper bound on squeezing from a two-
level emitter. We analyse the performance of these vibrationally-enhanced squeezed states
in a phase estimation protocol, ﬁnding that for the same photon ﬂux, they can outperform the
single mode squeezed vacuum state.
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uadrature squeezed light has been identiﬁed as an
important resource for continuous variable quantum
information applications1–6. By reducing the variance of
the electric ﬁeld with respect to some phase below that of the
vacuum, squeezed states can be used to increase accuracy in
interferometric measurements for metrology applications7, for
secret encodings in quantum key distribution5,8,9, and are an
essential resource in continuous variable quantum computing
schemes4,6. Experimentally, squeezed states of light can be pro-
duced by a number of different methods10, and a wide range of
classes have been explored theoretically. These include the
canonical Gaussian squeezed coherent states, as well as various
non-Gaussian squeezed states obtained for example via photon
addition or subtraction, or constructing superpositions of Gaus-
sian coherent states11. To date, the record level of squeezing has
been achieved in a squeezed vacuum state using an optical
parametric ampliﬁer12. We note, however, that the level of
squeezing is not the only consideration for applications13.
In 1981, Walls and Zoller14 investigated an intriguing source of
non-Gaussian quadrature squeezing, which is generated in the
multimode resonance ﬂuorescence ﬁeld of a driven two-level
emitter (TLE), where the emitted photons are antibunched15,16.
This was recently demonstrated experimentally using a semi-
conductor quantum dot platform17, which offers the necessary
high photon collection efﬁciency unobtainable in most atomic
approaches18–20. The TLE scheme relies on the build-up of
steady-state coherence between the ground and excited state, i.e. a
state of the form |g〉+ c|e〉 with some appreciable c14. This
coherence, as well as the saturability of the emitter (which leads to
antibunching) are inherited by the ﬁeld, and together these
properties give rise to photon statistics which amount to
squeezing of a particular ﬁeld quadrature. In the standard regime
of atomic resonance ﬂuorescence only a restricted set of atomic
coherences (values of c) can be explored, and squeezing is
achievable only in the weak-driving Rayleigh (equivalently Hei-
tler) limit19–26, with squeezing values considerably smaller than
the fundamental bound for a two-level system27–32. Furthermore,
it has yet to be explored what applications might make use of
states produced in this way, and whether they offer any advan-
tages over the more commonly studied single mode squeezed
coherent states.
In this work we establish how to generate quadrature squeezed
states at stronger driving above saturation, resulting in levels of
squeezing that can surpass the (atomic) Walls and Zoller max-
imum. Our approach harnesses the vibrational environment
commonly present in solid-state and molecular emitters to access
states otherwise unreachable in conventional resonance ﬂuores-
cence. In particular, we exploit thermalisation processes within
the driving-induced dressed state basis to obtain a non-
equilibrium steady state with signiﬁcant coherence above
saturation22, where it would usually be strongly suppressed.
Moreover, we analyse the performance of these resonance ﬂuor-
escence states in a simple phase estimation protocol, ﬁnding that
they are able to outperform the single mode squeezed vacuum
state, and that this is only achievable with the vibrational inter-
actions included. As a concrete example, we illustrate this beha-
viour through a microscopic model of a driven semiconductor
quantum dot coupled to a phonon environment33–36. We show
that off-resonant driving can be used to access levels of squeezing
close to the fundamental upper bound for a two-level system,
beyond those possible in the Rayleigh scattering limit below
saturation (and hence any parameters for which the vibrational
environment is absent). We thus identify a scenario in which
vibrational processes in solid-state emitters can be used to gen-
erate squeezed states and enhance phase sensitivity in a way not
possible in their absence.
Results
Squeezing in atomic resonance ﬂuorescence. Let us begin by
introducing the basics of squeezing, and how it can arise in the
ﬁeld produced by a TLE in the standard setting without any
additional vibrational environment14. The electric ﬁeld quad-
rature relative to a phase reference φ is deﬁned as E(t, φ)=
eiφE(+)(t)+ e−iφE(−)(t) with E(+)(t) the positive frequency
component of the electric ﬁeld, and the quadrature variance is ΔE
(t, φ)2= 〈E(t, φ)2〉− 〈E(t, φ)〉2. The Heisenberg uncertainty
relation bounds the variances in two out of phase quadratures via
ΔEðt;φÞΔEðt;φþ pi=2Þ  12 jh½Eðt;φÞ; Eðt;φþ pi=2Þij. We say
that a state of the ﬁeld is a minimal uncertainty state when the
bound is saturated, and the ﬁeld is said to be squeezed if there is a
quadrature that satisﬁes ΔEðt;φÞ2< 12 jh½Eðt;φÞ; Eðt;φþ pi=2Þij.
When considering emission from a TLE within the dipole
approximation and the far ﬁeld limit, the ﬁeld may be written in
the Heisenberg picture as EðþÞðtÞ ¼ E0ðtÞ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Γ=pi
p
σðtÞ37,38. The
ﬁrst term describes the ﬁeld in the absence of the TLE, which we
assume to be in the vacuum state. The second term describes
the TLE emission, where the dipole operator is σ= |g〉〈e| with the
ground state |g〉 and excited state |e〉, and Γ is the spontaneous
emission rate. The uncertainty relation for the ﬁeld in the steady
state can be written in terms of the TLE quadrature,
XðφÞ ¼ eiφσ þ eiφσy, as
ΔXðφÞΔXðφþ pi=2Þ  jh2σyσ  1ij; ð1Þ
where expectation values are taken in the long time limit. For the
TLE quadrature, we have ΔX(φ)2= 1− 〈X(φ)〉2, showing that
the quadrature with the smallest ﬂuctuations is that with the
greatest expectation value, meaning that any squeezing can
therefore be thought of as amplitude squeezing. Without loss of
generality we can write 〈σ〉= |〈σ〉|e−iϕ, from which we ﬁnd
hXðφÞi2 ¼ 4jhσij2 cos2ðϕ φÞ, and we see that the quadratures
with the lowest and largest variances have 〈X(φ= ϕ)〉2= 4|〈σ〉|2
and 〈X(φ= ϕ+ pi/2)〉2= 0, respectively. The squeezing condition
becomes equivalent to :ΔX(ϕ)2: < 0, where we deﬁne the normally
ordered quantity : ΔXðϕÞ2 :¼ ΔXðϕÞ2  jh2σyσ  1ij. The angle
ϕ that deﬁnes the minimum uncertainty quadrature is the phase
of the TLE dipole, which depends on the detuning of the driving
laser from the transition energy, and is discussed further below.
Before we determine the conditions under which squeezing
occurs, it is instructive to establish a relationship between the
quadrature variance and quantities more commonly used in
studies of resonance ﬂuorescence: namely the power, the coherent
scattering, and antibunching. To do so we recall that the steady-
state spectrum of resonance ﬂuorescence from a TLE is
proportional to IðωÞ ¼ 1pi Re
R1
0 dτg
ð1ÞðτÞeiωτ , with gð1ÞðτÞ ¼
hσyðτÞσi the ﬁrst-order ﬁeld correlation function. The coherent
contribution is separated by writing I(ω)= Icoh(ω)+ Iinc(ω) where
IcohðωÞ ¼ gð1ÞcohδðωÞ and IincðωÞ ¼ 1pi Re
R1
0 dτ½gð1ÞðτÞ  g
ð1Þ
coheiωτ ,
with g
ð1Þ
coh ¼ limτ!1 g
ð1ÞðτÞ ¼ jhσij221–24. The total radiated power
can be similarly separated into coherent and incoherent
contributions, giving P ¼ R11dωIðωÞ ¼ hσyσi ¼ Pcoh þ Pinc
with Pcoh= |〈σ〉|2 ≤ P. We note that deﬁned in this way, these
are dimensionless power contributions satisfying 0 ≤ P ≤ 1 and 0 ≤
Pcoh ≤ 0.25. In terms of these power contributions the quadrature
with the minimum variance has
: ΔXðϕÞ2 :¼ 1 j2P  1j  4Pcoh; ð2Þ
showing that squeezing only occurs when Pcoh is appreciable, and
the total power P takes on values close to 0 or 1. Finally, we note
that the antibunching behaviour is captured by the probability to
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simultaneously detect two photons gð2Þð0Þ ¼ hðσyÞ2σ2i. For a TLE
σ2= 0, leading to g(2)(0)= 0 regardless of the parameter regime.
For a TLE without additional vibrational interactions, the
effectively ﬂat frequency spectrum of the electromagnetic environ-
ment restricts the magnitude of the total and coherently scattered
power, which in turn limits the level of squeezing. To see this, we
consider a TLE described by a density operator ρ driven by a
coherent source with Rabi frequency Ω and laser-TLE detuning δ,
for which a zero temperature master equation can be written within
a rotating frame and the rotating wave approximation as _ρ ¼
ði=hÞ HS; ρ½  þ ΓLσ ½ρ: Here HS ¼ hδσyσ þ h2 ðσΩþ σyΩÞ, and
the emission dissipator is Lσ ½ρ ¼ σρσy  ð1=2Þðσyσρþ ρσyσÞ,
whose driving and detuning independent form is a consequence of
the ﬂat spectrum assumption. Solving the master equation in the
steady state, i.e. when _ρ ¼ 0, we ﬁnd P ¼ S=ð2ðS þ 1ÞÞ and
Pcoh ¼ P=ðS þ 1Þ, leading to
: ΔXðϕÞ2 :¼ SðS  1ÞðS þ 1Þ2 ; ð3Þ
where we have deﬁned the saturation parameter S ¼ s=ð1þ dÞ
in terms of a dimensionless driving s= 2(Ω/Γ)2 and detuning
d= 4(δ/Γ)2. The squeezing is greatest when Eq. (3) is
minimised, which occurs for S ¼ 1=3, at which point P=
1/8, Pcoh= 3/32, and :ΔX(ϕ)2:=−0.12514. This represents the
theoretical maximum squeezing obtainable in resonance
ﬂuorescence for a TLE undergoing spontaneous emission into
an unstructured environment14. Furthermore, the Heisenberg
uncertainty relation in Eq. (1) in this simple case becomesﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S2 þ 1
p
 1, which is saturated only when the TLE is
undriven and S ¼ 0, and we therefore conclude that although
the emitted ﬁeld is squeezed when S ¼ 1=3 (
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
S2 þ 1
p
 1:05),
it is close to, but not in a minimal uncertainty state.
Vibrational enhancement of squeezing. As has been previously
noted27–32, the squeezed state obtained for a simple TLE as
described above is not optimal, and is a consequence of the
limited set of states available in this simple model. To verify this,
we consider a TLE described by a completely generic density
operator, i.e. one that is not necessarily a solution to the simple
master equation above. Explicitly, we write
ρ ¼ 1
2
ð1þ l½ð2σyσ  1Þ cos θ þ XðϕÞ sin θÞ; ð4Þ
parameterised by a Bloch vector length 0 ≤ l ≤ 1, polar angle 0 ≤
θ ≤ pi and dipole phase 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2pi. We can then express the total
power as P ¼ hσyσi ¼ ð1=2Þð1þ l cos θÞ and the coherently
scattered power as Pcoh ¼ jhσij2 ¼ ð1=4Þl2 sin2 θ. These expres-
sions represent a less restricted set of values for the power con-
tributions than before, and minimising Eq. (2) now gives l= 1,
and θ= pi/3 (Pcoh= 3/16, P= 3/4) or θ= 2pi/3 (Pcoh= 3/16, P=
1/4), both of which result in :ΔX(ϕ)2:=−0.25. This is the true
maximum level of squeezing obtainable from a TLE, and is
limited only by the two-level nature of the system27–30. Moreover,
the uncertainty relation of Eq. (1) now reduces toﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 l2 sin2 θ
p
 jl cos θj. This is saturated for all θ when l= 1, for
which ρ describes a pure state, verifying that the states with
maximum squeezing have minimum uncertainty. More generally,
we see that the Bloch vector length l can be used to parameterise
how close a state is to minimum uncertainty.
How, then, can we obtain such a state within resonance
ﬂuorescence? We shall now show that naturally occurring
vibrational interactions in, for example, solid-state and molecular
systems can help to drive a TLE into such a state, resulting in a level
of squeezing close to the maximum value of :ΔX(ϕ)2:=−0.25, and
certainly greater than the value of :ΔX(ϕ)2:=−0.125 obtainable in
their absence. This can be understood qualitatively by considering
equilibration of our system with respect to the additional vibrational
environment. The density operator for a TLE driven according to
the Hamiltonian HS deﬁned previously, but now reaching thermal
equilibrium due to some additional reservoir, can be written as the
thermal state
ρth ¼
eβHS
trðeβHSÞ ; ð5Þ
where β= 1/kBT is the inverse temperature and tr denotes the trace
operation. After performing the necessary exponentiation, we see
that ρth can be written in the general form shown in Eq. (4), with
the Bloch vector parameters given by l= lth= tanh(ħβη/2) with
η ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
δ2 þΩ2
p
, θ= arctan(Ω/δ) and ϕ= arg(Ω). As such, we see
that for suitable choices of the adjustable Hamiltonian parameters
Ω and δ, we can satisfy the conditions above which lead to
maximum squeezing. Explicitly, we ﬁnd
: ΔXðϕÞ2 :¼ 1 jδj
η
lth 
jΩj2
η2
l2th; ð6Þ
and if we choose δ ¼ ±Ω= ﬃﬃ3p , a minimal uncertainty state with
the maximum squeezing of :ΔX(ϕ)2:=−0.25 is achieved in the low
temperature limit (ħβη→∞, lth→ 1), while the quadrature
displaying this squeezing can be chosen by adjusting the phase of
Ω. We emphasise that these states are achieved in the steady state,
and as such persist for as long as the driving and temperature
conditions stay ﬁxed.
Squeezing from a driven quantum dot. We now explore the
vibrational enhancement of squeezing in greater detail, and ana-
lyse the limitations of the simple argument given above. To do so
we consider the example of a semiconductor quantum dot (QD)
as a solid-state TLE with ground state |g〉 and excited state |e〉
describing a single exciton of energy ħω0. The QD is driven by a
semiclassical monochromatic laser with frequency ωl. Within a
frame rotating with respect to the laser frequency and after
applying the rotating wave approximation, the system Hamilto-
nian may be written as HS ¼ hδσyσ þ h2 ðσΩþ σyΩÞ with δ=
ω0- ωl the detuning, as before. The QD couples to both vibrational
and electromagnetic environments, with each steering the system
towards competing equilibrium states. We make use of a varia-
tional master equation technique which allows regimes of strong
QD-phonon coupling and laser driving to be explored within a
robust formalism22,24,39. Full details of our model can be found in
Methods and Supplementary Notes 1 and 2. The result is a master
equation describing the QD excitonic degrees of freedom of the
form _ρV ¼ ði=hÞ Hr; ρV
 þKph½ρV þ ΓLσ ½ρV; where ρV is the
reduced density operator of the QD in the variational frame and
Hr ¼ hδrσyσ þ h2 ðσΩr þ σyΩr Þ. Coupling to phonons is accoun-
ted for in the renormalised detuning δr and driving Ωr, together
with the phonon dissipator Kph. The form of this dissipator is
given in Methods, and includes various phonon-assisted relaxa-
tion and dephasing processes. The strengths of these processes
depend on the phonon spectral density, which is a measure of the
electron−phonon coupling strength weighted by the phonon
density of states, and takes the form J(ω)∝ ω3exp[−(ω/ωc)2] with
cut-off frequency ωc that is inversely proportional to the exciton
size24, and which sets the timescale of lattice relaxation. In
the long-time limit the effect of the phonon dissipator is to tend
the QD exciton towards thermal equilibrium with respect to the
dressed eigenstates of Hr, while the spontaneous emission term
ΓLσ ½ρV acts to move the system towards the ground state.
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Having outlined our model, in Fig. 1 we show the dimension-
less total power P and the coherently scattered power Pcoh as
functions of the dimensionless driving s and the detuning δ, both
including (Fig. 1a and c) and excluding (Fig. 1b and d) phonons
as indicated. In all cases with phonons included we deﬁne the
detuning relative to a polaron shift, i.e. δ ! δ  R10 dωJðωÞ=ω.
As noted for resonant driving in ref. 22, plot (c) shows that in the
presence of phonons we obtain a signiﬁcant coherent scattering
power when driving above saturation, which we here ﬁnd extends
across a broad range of detunings as well. As expected, this occurs
as a result of the phonons attempting to thermalise the QD
exciton in the dressed state basis, which at low temperatures and
strong ﬁelds leads to sustained steady-state coherence. At very
high driving strengths the coherent scattering falls off, as here the
generalised Rabi frequency
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ω2r þ δ2r
q
exceeds the extent of the
phonon spectral density set by the cut-off ωc, leading to a regime
in which the exciton and phonons are effectively decoupled39,40.
Looking at the cases without phonons in Fig. 1b, d, we see that
for all detunings the behaviour of the power contributions with
increasing driving strength appears functionally the same, though
with their maxima occurring at different driving strengths. This
was seen in Eq. (3), which shows that the power contributions
and quadrature variance depend only on the generalised
saturation parameter SðδÞ. When phonons are included, how-
ever, the situation appears more complex. On or near resonance
for weak to moderate driving, the excitonic system is dominated
by the spontaneous emission processes as it samples the phonon
spectral density at the small generalised Rabi frequencyﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ω2r þ δ2r
q
. The power contributions, and hence the quadrature
variance, are then similar to that of an atomic system with no
phonon coupling. This can be seen in Fig. 2a, where the
quadrature variance is shown as a function of the saturation
parameter on resonance, δ= 0, calculated with (solid curve) and
without (dotted curve) phonons included. We see that :ΔX(ϕ)2:
has a minimum for Sð0Þ ¼ s ¼ 1=3, in accordance with Eq. (3).
This is the regime explored experimentally in ref. 17. Although the
phonons are not playing a qualitatively signiﬁcant role here, we
do see that the minimum of :ΔX(ϕ)2: is slightly higher with them
included. This can be attributed to the phonon sideband present
in the QD emission spectrum, which acts to reduce the coherently
scattered power below the level expected without phonons, even
at low driving strengths23,41,42.
Above saturation, we see that the power contributions with and
without phonons markedly differ, as in this regime the phonon
environment dominates over spontaneous emission due to its
spectral density being sampled at larger generalised Rabi
frequencies. The exciton then tends towards a thermal state as
previously described, in which Pcoh can be signiﬁcant, while
positive and negative detunings lead to a low and high total power
P, respectively. As anticipated, this then gives rise to two regimes
with quadrature squeezing, as shown explicitly in Fig. 2b, c, where
we plot the quadrature variance as a function of the generalised
saturation parameter S for ﬁxed detuning. The black dotted curves
correspond to the approximate expression in Eq. (6), showing
good agreement with the full phonon model until the driving
strength becomes large enough that the decoupling regime is
reached. For positive detuning we see that a level of squeezing
close to the upper bound :ΔX(ϕ)2:=−0.25 can be obtained, and
that this is only possible when phonons are included. For the
negative detuning case, as the driving increases phonons lead to
thermalisation towards a state with total power P > 0.5 due to
steady-state population inversion (see Fig. 1a)43–45. This means
that the quadrature variance ﬁrst increases at small driving, then
begins to decrease with a discontinuous derivative (not shown) as
P passes through 0.5. The strong driving exciton−phonon
decoupling regime also sets in sooner than for positive detuning.
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Fig. 1 Resonance ﬂuorescence power contributions. Normalised total emission power P with (a) and without (b) phonons, and coherently scattered power
Pcoh with (c) and without (d) phonons, plotted as functions of the scaled driving strength [s= 2(Ω/Γ)
2] and detuning. Comparing the cases with and
without phonons we see markedly different behaviour at large driving strengths. The dashed contour lines indicate half the maximum possible value for
each power contribution from a two-level-emitter, 1
2
P
max ¼ 0:5 and 1
2
P
max
coh ¼ 0:125, neither of which are exceeded in the absence of phonons. Parameters:
ζ = 0.027 ps2, ωc= 2.2 ps
−1, T= 4 K, and 1/Γ= 700 ps
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Nevertheless, the obtained levels of squeezing still surpass those
possible in the absence of the vibrational environment.
The lower plots in Fig. 2 show the corresponding purity of the
QD excitonic state parameterised by its Bloch vector length 1 ≥
l ≥ 0, which we use here to indicate whether the emitted ﬁeld is a
minimum uncertainty state (for which l= 1). We see that when
phonons are included, the regime of greatest squeezing coincides
with the regime of greatest Bloch vector length, and that the
optimal values of l= 1 and :ΔX(ϕ)2:=−0.25 are closely
approached in the positive detuning case.
We note that although the driving strengths required to reach
the regime of vibrationally enhanced squeezing are experimen-
tally challenging, they are not excessively so. Rabi energies of
several hundred μeV are fairly routinely achieved experimen-
tally46, and for the realistic parameters used in Fig. 2, the level of
squeezing exceeds that possible in the absence of phonons for
SðδÞ  0:3 corresponding to a Rabi energy of ħΩ ≈ 0.8 meV,
while the maximum squeezing occurs in the regime ħΩ ≈ 1.5
meV. Broadly speaking, the vibrationally enhanced regime takes
effect when kBT<h
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ω2 þ δ2
p
, and as such lowering the
temperature below the 4 K used here would allow it to be
observed at lower driving strengths and detuning values. We
emphasise that the vibrationally enhanced squeezing regime
occurs when phonon-induced dephasing is large, and indeed
dominates over spontaneous emission. As such, our results are
robust against any additional pure-dephasing processes that are
weak or moderate compared to the homogeneous linewidth of the
exciton, as shown explicitly in Supplementary Note 4.
Resonance ﬂuorescence and phase estimation. Having shown
how a vibrational environment is able to lead to enhanced levels
of quadrature squeezing in resonance ﬂuorescence, a natural
question to ask is whether the light produced is useful in appli-
cations. To address this question, we analyse the canonical phase
estimation protocol illustrated in Fig. 3. It consists of an unba-
lanced Mach−Zehnder interferometer with path difference
parameterised by Θ, and into which is inserted a pure coherent
state |α〉 in one arm and a general state ρin in the other arm. We
are interested in the greatest accuracy with which Θ can be
estimated. We consider perhaps the simplest measurement that
can be used to construct an estimator for Θ, which is the
expectation value of the difference in photon numbers at the two
outputs, 〈N
−
〉, where N±=N1 ±N2. Our accuracy ﬁgure of merit
is then the variance in N
−
, ΔN2 ¼ N2
  Nh i2, normalised by
the total photon ﬂux 〈N+〉, which we label F ¼ ΔN2=hNþi.
Deﬁned in this way, if a second coherent state is input into the
ﬁrst (upper) arm our ﬁgure of merit gives F ¼ 1.
Considering ﬁrst a squeezed single mode vacuum input
state, we recover the seminal result of Caves1. As detailed
in Methods, using ρin ¼ ξj i ξh j with |ξ〉= S(ξ)|vac〉 and
SðξÞ ¼ exp½ðξa2  ξay2Þ=2, we ﬁnd 〈N+〉= Pξ+ Pα with Pξ ¼
sinh2 jξj and Pα= |α|2, while the variance in the difference in
photon numbers is minimised for Θ= pi/2, at which point
ΔN2 ¼ Pξ þ Pαe2jξj; ð7Þ
showing that for |ξ| > 0 the variance is reduced below that of a
coherent state input with the same power1,13. For the squeezed
vacuum we ﬁnd F is minimised for jξj ¼ ð1=2Þ ln½1þ 2 ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPαp  at
which point F ¼ 1=ð1þ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPαp Þ.
For the resonance ﬂuorescence ﬁeld as the input state, for the
same Θ the variance in N
−
is minimised when the phase of the
coherent state amplitude α is equal to the dipole phase ϕ, and is
now given by
ΔN2 ¼ P þ Pαð1 4PcohÞ; ð8Þ
with P and Pcoh the total and coherently scattered dimensionless
powers as before. Comparing Eqs. (7) and (8), we can
immediately see that if Pcoh can reach values closest to its
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Fig. 2 Quadrature variance and exciton purity. Normally ordered quadrature variance :ΔX(ϕ)2: on (a) and off (b, c) resonance. The solid curves are
calculated using the full phonon theory and the dashed curves are calculated in the absence of phonons as in Eq. (3). The gridlines indicate the values :
ΔX(ϕ)2:=−0.125 (maximum level of squeezing obtainable in the absence of phonons) and :ΔX(ϕ)2:=−0.25 (upper bound on the level of squeezing
obtainable from a two-level system). The black dotted curve shows the analytic approximation in Eq. (6). The lower plots show the purity of the quantum
dot excitonic state l, with l= 1 corresponding to a minimum uncertainty state of the emitted ﬁeld. Parameters are as in Fig. 1. Off-resonance (ħδ= ±1 meV),
the minimum and maximum scaled driving strengths cover the range s ~ 105.5–107.5, while in the resonant case Sð0Þ ¼ s by deﬁnition
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maximum of 0.25, the second term in Eq. (8) will vanish,
something that is only possible in the limit of inﬁnite squeezing in
the squeezed vacuum case.
Our ﬁgure of merit is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of driving
strength, for a QD driven on (Fig. 3b) and off-resonance (Fig. 3c
and d) with (solid, orange curves) and without (dashed, orange)
phonons, where we take Pα= 1. Shown also in green is the same
ﬁgure of merit for the squeezed single mode vacuum, with
the squeezing parameter ξ chosen such that Pξ= P, ensuring that
the total photon ﬂux is equal in both cases. The black dashed
curve is calculated using the approximate QD steady state in Eq.
(5), showing good agreement with the full phonon model in the
phonon enhanced regimes.
Looking ﬁrst at the resonant case (b), we see that the ﬁgure of
merit at low driving strengths is minimised by the squeezed
vacuum input state, implying that for a ﬁxed photon ﬂux, it is this
state which gives the greatest sensitivity to the phase Θ. Hence,
the resonance ﬂuorescence ﬁeld in the standard squeezing regime
does not outperform the squeezed vacuum. Off-resonance and for
positive detuning, however, we see that the resonance ﬂuores-
cence ﬁeld can outperform the squeezed vacuum state, as in this
regime Pcoh ≈ 0.25 when phonons are included (cf. Fig. 1).
Moreover, in this regime our ﬁgure of merit F reaches values
below 0.5, which is the minimum possible value for the squeezed
vacuum for any parameters when Pα= 1. In the negative
detuning case, although Pcoh is again close to 0.25, the total
power P is now large, meaning the ﬁrst term in Eq. (8) is
signiﬁcant. The competition between these two terms together
with the phonon-induced population inversion gives rise to the
complicated behaviour seen in Fig. 3d. Interestingly, here we see
that the resonance ﬂuorescence ﬁeld without phonons can
actually outperform the squeezed vacuum, although the overall
squeezed vacuum minimum of F ¼ 0:5 is only beaten when
including phonons in the positive detuning case.
Discussion
We have shown that interactions between a TLE and a vibrational
environment can be harnessed to produce a source of quadrature
squeezed light with levels of squeezing that would otherwise be
impossible within resonance ﬂuorescence. In fact, the obtainable
squeezing can reach values very close to the fundamental bound
for a two-level system. We have illustrated our ﬁndings with an
explicit example of a QD coupled to phonons, which provides a
feasible experimental platform to engineer such squeezed states
of light.
We have also explored how these resonance ﬂuorescence states
perform in a phase estimation protocol. Without vibrational
interactions, although the reduced ﬂuctuations in resonance
ﬂuorescence states can provide an advantage over coherent state
inputs, the single mode squeezed vacuum offers the overall best
phase sensitivity when minimised over the squeezing magnitude.
With vibrational interactions included, however, the resonance
ﬂuorescence state can outperform the squeezed vacuum, even
when the latter is operating in its optimal regime, suggesting that
resonance ﬂuorescence ﬁelds could provide a useful resource in
phase estimation applications. It is interesting to compare these
ﬁndings with the Fisher information analysis of ref. 13, which
states that for the setup shown in Fig. 3, the optimal pure single
mode input state over all phase estimators is the squeezed
vacuum. Our ﬁndings therefore suggest that for more general
multimode input states the squeezed vacuum ceases to be opti-
mal, or that estimators beyond the difference in output photon
numbers must be considered. As such, our results not only
illustrate how vibrational environments can give rise to enhanced
quadrature squeezing in resonance ﬂuorescence, but also moti-
vate future studies analysing the performance of generalised non-
Gaussian multimode states in interferometry.
Methods
Quantum dot master equation. The QD couples to both vibrational and electro-
magnetic environments, which results in the total Hamiltonian H=HS+HS–ph+
HS–em+HB. At low temperatures the electron−phonon interaction is dominated by a
linear displacement coupling with Hamiltonian HSph ¼ σyσ
P
k hgkðbyk þ bkÞ, where
bk (b
y
k) is the annihilation (creation) operator of phonon mode k with frequency ωk
and coupling strength gk24,47–49. The electron−phonon coupling is characterised by
the spectral density JðωÞ ¼Pk jgkj2δðω ωkÞ ¼ ζ ω3 exp½ω2=ω2c 24, with coupling
strength ζ and cut-off frequency ωc. Coupling to the electromagnetic ﬁeld in the dipole
and rotating wave approximations takes the form HSem ¼ h
P
m hmσ
yame
iωl t þ h:c:,
where am (a
y
m) is the annihilation (creation) operator for mode m of the ﬁeld, with
frequency νm and coupling strength hm. We assume the spectral density of the optical
ﬁeld varies slowly over the relevant energy scales of the system, allowing us to use the
ﬂat function
P
m jhmj2δðν  νmÞ  2Γ=pi, where Γ is again the spontaneous emission
rate. Free evolution of the environments is described by
HB ¼ h
P
k ωkb
y
kbk þ h
P
m νma
y
mam .
To account for the electron−phonon coupling we make use of the variational
polaron transformation22,24,39 deﬁned by the unitary U ¼ jgihgj þ jeihejBþ ,
where B± ¼ exp½±
P
k fkðbyk  bkÞ=ωk. This leads to a QD state-dependent
displacement of the phonon environment, where the fk are chosen to minimise
the Feynman−Bogoliubov bound on the free energy, deﬁning an optimised basis
in which perturbation theory can then be applied. In the variational polaron
frame we derive a second-order Born−Markov master equation, which is valid
for both strong and weak exciton−phonon coupling, as well as from weak to
strong laser driving strengths. For real Ω, this may be written compactly as
〈N1〉
〈N2〉
〈N±〉 = 〈N1
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Fig. 3 Phase estimation with vibrationally enhanced resonance ﬂuorescence ﬁelds. a Phase estimation setup, showing a test input state ρin in the ﬁrst
(upper) mode and a coherent state input |α〉 in the second (lower) mode of a Mach−Zehnder interferometer consisting of two 50/50 beamsplitters
separating and recombining the two arms with path length difference parameterised by Θ. When the ﬁrst mode is illuminated with resonance ﬂuorescence
light, the normalised phase sensitivity for Θ= pi/2 is shown for resonant (b) and off-resonant driving (c, d), modelled with (solid, orange) and without
(dashed, orange) coupling to phonons, and also calculated using the approximate QD steady-state in Eq. (5). Shown for reference is the normalised
phase sensitivity for a squeezed vacuum input state in mode one (solid, green), with the squeezing parameter chosen such that the expectation value of the
photon number is equal to that in the resonance ﬂuorescence case. The thick black line at F ¼ 1 is the phase sensitivity for a coherent state input in
the ﬁrst (upper) interferometer arm, while the dashed black line at F ¼ 0:5 is the global minimum for the squeezed vacuum input. Parameters are as in
Fig. 1 with |α|2= 1
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_ρV ¼ ði=hÞ Hr; ρV
 þKph½ρV þ ΓLσ ½ρV; where ρV is the reduced density
operator of the QD in the variational frame and the renormalised system
Hamiltonian is Hr ¼ hδrσyσ þ ðhΩr=2Þðσy þ σÞ, with δr and Ωr deﬁned below.
The phonon dissipator is
Kph½ρV ¼ ½bZzzρV; σyσ  Ω24 ð½σx; bX xxρV þ ½σy ; bYyyρVÞ
þ iΩ2 ð½σy ; bZyzρV  ½σyσ; bYyzρVÞ þ h:c: ð9Þ
where the rates are contained in the system operators
bXαβ ¼X
jk
σ jkx
Z 1
0
dτeiλjkτΛαβðτÞjψjihψkj; ð10Þ
bYαβ ¼ iX
jk
σ jky
Z 1
0
dτeiλjkτΛαβðτÞjψjihψkj; ð11Þ
bZαβ ¼ iX
jk
ð1þ σ jkz Þ
Z 1
0
dτeiλjkτΛαβðτÞjψjihψkj; ð12Þ
which are written in terms of the phonon correlation functions Λxx(τ)= (B2/2)
(eκ(τ)+ e−κ(τ)− 2), Λyy(τ)= (B2/2)(eκ(τ)− e−κ(τ)) and ΛzzðτÞ ¼
R1
0 dωJðωÞ
ð1 FðωÞÞ2Ckðτ;ωÞ, with κðτÞ ¼
R1
0 dωJðωÞFðωÞ2ω2Ckðτ;ωÞ and
Ckðτ;ωÞ ¼ coth
hβω
2
 
cosðωτÞ  i sinðωτÞ; ð13Þ
while ΛyzðτÞ ¼ 2B
R1
0 dωJðωÞω1FðωÞð1 FðωÞÞC?ðτ;ωÞ with
C?ðτ;ωÞ ¼ coth
hβω
2
 
sinðωτÞ þ i cosðωτÞ: ð14Þ
The eigenstates of the renormalised system Hamiltonian satisfy Hr|ψj〉= ψj|ψj〉, and
we have deﬁned ħλjk= ψj− ψk and σ
jk
α ¼ hψjjσαjψki. In the above the displacement
operator thermal average is B= 〈B±〉= exp[−κ(0)/2] and F(ω) is the variationally
determined mode displacement deﬁned in Supplementary Note 1. The renormalised
detuning and Rabi frequency are δr ¼ δ þ
R1
0 dωJðωÞω1FðωÞðFðωÞ  2Þ and
Ωr=ΩB.
We note that in the variational frame the dipole operator carries a displacement
operator, such that σ→ B
−
σ. This displacement operator leads to a phonon
sideband, a consequence of non-Markovian lattice relaxation during the emission
process23,41,42,50. Including this effect, the ﬁeld emitted by the QD becomes
EðþÞðtÞ ¼ E0ðtÞ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2Γ=pi
p
BðtÞσðtÞ, and we obtain a modiﬁcation to the
quadrature variance, which becomes (cf. Eq. (2)) :ΔX(ϕ)2:= 1− |2P− 1|−
4B2Pcoh. Similarly, Eq. (8) becomes ΔN
2
 ¼ P þ Pαð1 4B2PcohÞ.
Phase estimation protocol. The phase estimation setup we consider is shown and
described in Fig. 3, and relies on an estimator based on the difference in intensities
at the two outputs, which has corresponding dimensionless operator N
−
=N1−N2.
As such we seek to analyse the variance in this quantity, ΔN ¼ N2
  Nh i2 . To
proceed we write the output number operators in the steady state as N1 ¼ EðÞ1 EðþÞ1
with E
ðþÞ
1 the positive frequency component of the electric ﬁeld operator in arm 1,
and similarly for arm 2. Working in the Heisenberg picture and neglecting retar-
dation effects, we can relate these operators at the outputs to those at the inputs
using
E
ðþÞ
1
E
ðþÞ
2
 !
¼ 1
2
EðþÞ ð0Þ þ EðþÞþ ðΘÞ
iEðþÞ ð0Þ  iEðþÞþ ðΘÞ
 !
; ð15Þ
where E
ðþÞ
± ðΘÞ ¼ EðþÞin ðΘÞ± iEðþÞα ðΘÞ, with EðþÞin ðΘÞ the positive frequency com-
ponent of the electric ﬁeld at the ﬁrst input arm illuminated by the state ρin,
propagated by the path difference parameter angle Θ, while E
ðþÞ
α ðΘÞ is the corre-
sponding quantity at the second input arm illuminated by the coherent state |α〉.
Using these relations we straightforwardly ﬁnd
N ¼ ð1=2Þ½EðÞ ð0ÞEðþÞþ ðΘÞ þ EðÞþ ðΘÞEðþÞ ð0Þ, and where at this stage we have
made no assumptions about the state of the ﬁeld or the path length difference Θ.
The second arm is illuminated by a single mode coherent state. As such, when
expectation values are taken, all other modes do not contribute, and neglecting
constants we can therefore write the dimensionless electric ﬁeld operator as
E
ðþÞ
α ðΘÞ ¼ EðþÞα ð0ÞeiΘ ¼ a2eiΘ . A similar argument holds when the ﬁrst arm is
illuminated by the single mode squeezed vacuum. In the resonance ﬂuorescence
case the situation is more subtle. Omitting the free ﬁeld (vacuum) contribution,
and again dropping constants, we have E
ðþÞ
in ðΘÞ ¼ σLðτΘÞ, where the subscript
signiﬁes a ‘lab’-frame (non-rotating) operator and τΘ is the time delay
corresponding to the phase shift Θ. In the multimode resonance ﬂuorescence case
it is not obvious that a time delay gives rise to simple phase factor on the electric
ﬁeld operators. However, since we work in a rotating frame, we can write σLðτΘÞ ¼
σðτΘÞeiτΘωl ; where σ is the rotating frame dipole operator and ωl is the driving
laser frequency. If we are interested in delays τΘ that give rise to phase shifts
Θ= τΘωl ≈ pi, this corresponds to τΘ ~ fs for ωl ~ 1 eV. Over these very short times
the rotating frame operator σ does not signiﬁcantly change, and we can write
E
ðþÞ
in ðΘÞ ¼ EðþÞin ð0ÞeiΘ ¼ σð0ÞeiΘ .
Putting these results together, in the case of the squeezed vacuum input, for
which we have ρin ¼ ξj i ξh j with jξi ¼ exp½ðξa2  ξay2Þ=2jvaci, we ﬁnd
hNi ¼ cosΘðPξ  PαÞ; ð16Þ
with Pξ ¼ sinh2 jξj the (dimensionless) power in the squeezed vacuum state, and
Pα= |α|2 the power in the coherent state. The variance in the difference in photon
number for this input state is
ΔN2 ¼ Pα þ PξðPξ þ 3=2Þ þ cosð2ΘÞPξðPξ þ 1=2Þ
þð1 cosð2ΘÞÞPαðPξ þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
PξðPξ þ 1Þ
q
cosΔϕÞ; ð17Þ
where we have written α ¼ jαjeiϕα , ξ ¼ jξjeiϕξ , and Δϕ= 2ϕα− ϕξ. This
expression is minimised for Θ= pi/2 and Δϕ= pi, at which point we have
ΔN2 ¼ Pξ þ Pαð1þ 2Pξ  2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
PξðPξ þ 1Þ
q
Þ;
¼ Pξ þ Pαe2jξj;
ð18Þ
which is known previously from the work of Caves1.
In the resonance ﬂuorescence case we use Θ= pi/2 to facilitate a fair
comparison, and now ﬁnd
ΔN2 ¼ P þ Pαð1 4Pcoh cos2 ΔϕÞ; ð19Þ
where now P ¼ hσyσi is the (dimensionless) power in the resonance ﬂuorescence
ﬁeld, and we have written hσi ¼ jhσijeiϕ ¼ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃPcohp eiϕ with ϕ the dipole phase in
the steady state and Δϕ= ϕα− ϕ. In this case the minimum corresponds to Δϕ= 0,
and with this substitution we arrive at Eq. (8).
Data availability
The data that support the ﬁndings of this study are available from the corresponding
author upon reasonable request.
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